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ABSTRACT



Apparatus for determination of direction using the curlfree magnetic vector potential field. The apparatus includes apparatus for generating a predominantly curlfree magnetic vector potential field with a predetermined vector field spatial orientation. The field receiving apparatus includes a detecting apparatus with observable properties that vary with magnitude and orientation of an applied curl-free magnetic vector potential field. The apparatus can specify a direction of the field generating apparatus. A periodically rotating vector field can specify a path toward the field generating apparatus. The curl-free magnetic vector potential field can be established in conducting and opaque materials which are not capable of transmitting normal electromagnetic radiation.
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CURL-FREE MAGNETIC VECTOR POTENTIAL FIELD DETECTOR



ANALYZING APPARATUS -at apparatus for generating electromagnetic fields and apparatus for detecting the generated electromagnetic field. The generating and detecting apparatus can be where GRAD is the gradient mathematical operation made non-uniform with respect to. spatial generation and is denoted symbolically by the V mathematical 45 and detection of electromagnetic radiation fields. This operator. non-uniformity can be used to determine a direction of a source. Examples of the prior type of direction transB =CURL A 8. fer systems include microwave band systems and optiwhere A can contain, for completeness a term which is cal based systems. · the gradient of a scalar function. In the remaining disThe Maxwell equations, which govern the prior art 50 cussion, the scalar function will be taken to be substantransfer of information by electromagnetic systems can tially zero. Therefore, attention will be focussed on the be written: magnetic vector potential A. In the prior art literature, consideration has been I. 55 given to the physical significance of the magnetic vecCURLE+ ..l!L = 0 tor potential field A .. The magnetic vector potential at field was, in some instances, believed to be a mathemati2. cal artifice, useful in solving problems, but devoid of CHRLH-...ill.... = J independent physical significance. at More recently, however, the magnetic vector poten3. 60 DIV B = 0 tial has been shown to be a quantity of independent physical significance. Indeed, in quantum mechanics, 4. DIVD=p the Schroedinger equation for a (non-relativistic, spinless) particle with charge q and mass m moving in an where E is the electric field density, H is the ~gnetic field intensity, B is the magnetic flux density, D is the 65 electromagnetic .field is given by electric displacement, J is the current density and p is the change density. In this notation the bar over a quan9. 1r ~= - -!at tity indicates that this is a vector quantity, i.e., a quan-
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curl-free vector potential field as well as the orientation of the vector field. These and other features of the present invention will be understood upon reading of the following descrip5 tion along with the drawings.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS where h is Planch's constant divided by 27T, i is the imaginary number +1, q, is the electric scaler potential FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the techexperienced by the particle, A is the magnetic scalar nique for determining a magnetic vector potential at a potential experienced by the. particle and l/J is the wave 10 point. function of the particle. A device operating on quantum FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the generatmechanical principles which can detect curl-free magof a curl-free magnetic vector potential field using ing netic vector potential radiation in the Josephson juncan infinite solenoid. tion device. It is desirable to develop a direction deterFIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating the genera.mination device utilizing the. curl-free vector potential 15 tion of a curl-free magnetic vector potential field using radiation field. a toroidal configuration. OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION FIG. 4A is a cross-sectional diagram of a Josephson It is therefore an object of the present invention to junction. provide an improved system for the determination of FIG. 4B is a perspective view of a Josephson junc20 tion. direction. It is a further object of the present invention to provide a system for the determination of direction FIG. 5 is a diagram of the current flowing in a Jothat utilizes the curl-free magnetic vector potential sephson junction as a function of field perpendicular to field. · the junction surface. It is a more particular object of the present invention FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a system for using a 25 to provide a system for determination of direction that curl-free vector potential radiation field for transmisutilizes apparatus generating an oriented curl-free magsion of information. FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a group of Josephnetic vector potential field. It is another particular object of the present invention son junction devices and related apparatus which can to provide a system for determination of direction that determine the spatial orientation for a curl-free vector utilizes detection apparatus capable of determining the 30 potential field. FIG. 8 illustrates how a curl-free magnetic vector orientation of a curl-free magnetic vector potential field. . potential field rotating in space can establish a line. It is another particular object of the present invention FIG. 9 illustrates how a group of directional curl-free to provide apparatus for generation of a curl-free magmagnetic vector potential fields can be utilized to deternetic vector potential field of pre-determined orienta- 35 mine a path to field generating apparatus. tion and apparatus for detection of the orientation of a curl-free magnetic vector potential field. This apparatus DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED can be utilized to establish a path for guidance for a EMBODIMENT vehicle. 1. Detailed Description of the Figures 40 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION Referring to FIG. 1, the method of determining the magnetic vector potential A(l) (i.e., at point 1) is illusThe aforementioned and other objects are accomtrated. Referring to equation 6, the contribution by the plished, according to the present invention, by apparadifferential volume element at point 2, dv(2) having a tus for generating a magnetic vector potential field A having a substantial curl-free component (i.e., CUR- 45 current density J(2) associated therewith is given by LA=O) and a predetermined orientation in space and a non-uniform spatial pattern. Apparatus for detecting the 10. curl~free magnetic vector potential field and determindA(l) =-....:-- !ill.. dv(2) r12 4'TEoC2 ing the vector orientation can be utilized in conjunction with the generating apparatus. The non-uniformity of 50 the spatial magnitude of the field produced by the genTo obtain equation 6, equation 10 must be integrated. erating apparatus can be planar in orientation. Because Equations 6 and 10 are valid where j is not a function of in plane of maximum magnitude the curl-free magnetic time. vector potential field has an orientation perpendicular Referring to FIG. 2, an example of current configurato the generating apparatus, the direction of the gener- 55 tion producing a substantial component of curl-free ating apparatus for detection apparatus capable of demagnetic vector potential field is shown. Conductors termining the vector field orientation can specify a carrying a current I are wrapped in a solenoid configudirection to the generating apparatus. When a vector ration 21 extending a relatively great distance in both field with a rotary orientation is produced, a path for directions along the Z-axis. With the solenoid 21 the the guidance of a vehicle having a detector capable of 60 magnetic flux density B=CURL A is a constant dimeasuring orientation and magnitude of a vector field rected along the Z-axis with a value can be determined. Examples of the apparatus generating magnetic vecII. nl tor potential fields with substantial curl-free compoB=Bz=-. EoC2 nents and spatial field patterns of not uniform magni- 65 tude include solenoid configurations and toroidal conwhere n is the number of conductor turns per unit figurations. The Josephson junction device is an examlength. Outside of the solenoid, it can be shown that ple of a device which can detect the magnitude of a 0
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where a is the radius of the solenoid. It can be shown that CURL A=O for the vector potential field. Referring to FIG. 3, another example of a current geometry generating magnetic vector potential field with a substantial curl-free component is shown. In this geometry the curr 
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